
Phalerae with concentric circles models. 
Concentric circles phalerae models is very often found on Roman statues and stelae as a 

decoration of various military equipment (in different sizes). Including and widespread on 
the as breastplates phalerae. The variety of published archeology as models, sizes and 

material used is so great that I will not be able to dwell on such details in my publication. The 
early images have their own specific cross section, features and differ from the later 

variations of the masters. The material used for this model is mainly bronze. But there are 
also scientific publications on many silver ones. Coating with precious metals on copper or 

bronze phalerae are also widely used. Most of these phalerae were made in antiquity 
separately and were  attached to various straps then fastened with buckles on  armor. 
Others were hammered or engraved directly on the armor, or on the major parts. The 

preserved disks models images from antiquity such as reliefs from statues, stelae and reliefs 
also bring us rich information. These archeological monuments are mostly made of marble 

,but and other stones as a material were used in the Roman Limes to perpetuate 
legionnaires and officers. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 These are some of our creative projects on this subject as a result of our inspiration from 

the published material in scientific articles. Of course, everything is refracted through your 
creative gaze! 

Ready for mounting on the leather straps. My model of concentric disks phalerae are with 
diameter 60 mm. in diameter.     
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  Our art in action used with pleasure by artists and respected reenactors from leading 
European clubs. 
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Gnaeus Musius  aquilifer Legio XIV Gemina, 

  

Mainz, Germany (Moguntiacum, Germania superior) Quintus Cornelius. Museo Lapidario 
Estense-Modena  
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